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Fill solution tank with fresh 
water. Add low foam  
detergent

Plug in power cable           Adjust handle for ergonomic 
operator height

Switch on vacuum and  
solution and Turn on the main 
switch to start the machine

Press handle switch and start cleaning by moving the machine backwards.  When you near the end of your 
cleaning path release the handle switch and continue a new cleaning path. Overlap slightly to insure no dirt 
is missed
 

To install accessory: remove the suction hose on the lid and connect it to the 
empty left connection. Connect the accessory suction hose in the lid and  
connect the solution hose in quick coupling in the right bottom part. When 
both are connected make sure the machine in parked on the stand and start the 
machine with pump and suction buttons activated and start working with the 
accessory.

Adjust the brush pressure to 
have the desired traction  
according to your needs as 
this changes with different 
type of carpets

Optional upholstery nozzle for furniture  
cleaning and optional floor tool for cleaning in  
difficult areas available 

Unplug the machine
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Unplug the machine Empty the recovery tank by 
using the drain hose

Clean the recovery tank Clean the float ball system 
inside. Clean the lid gasket 

Local Viper dealer:

Phone number:

SN:

Empty the solution tank

When the brush is removed clean the 
brush housing and if needed check the two 
spray nozzles

At the bottom of the machine you can 
access to the solution filter. Keep the filter 
clean 

Store machine in parked position

Pull the brush out by the left side and clean 
it. To install again connect the right side first 
then push the left side of the brush in place. 
Remove the suction nozzle and clean it

Leave recovery tank cover open


